Rules of doing-Rule #1: Pray
You want God to be your teacher, so set your heart and mind toward
Him. Trying to be your own teacher is way too limiting.
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Rule #2: Mark
Marking your Bible means writing notes from sermons, writing your
insights (be sure to date them), writing out lists, highlighting verses
you want to memorize, color-coding certain themes or words, etc.
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Rules of thinking-Rule #3: Context
Examples of context:
Material before and after--why this verse is where it is at all
What kind of book it’s in--prophecy, poetry, history, letter, etc.
Historical, geographical, and cultural--Put yourself in the shoes of
the original writer and readers
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Rule #4: Big picture (really big picture!)
The main character=God.
The big story=God’s love for people; He reconciles the relationship
through Jesus.
Connections--One book written through one Spirit telling one big
story about one main character, so look for connections.
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Rule #5: Purpose
You’re studying your Bible, and that’s great, but what’s the point?
Simple--The purpose is to make you more like Jesus. That’s it. And
what a privilege.
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